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Abstract. Vallourec & Mannesmann of Brazil has equipments installed strategically
in the production lines and use the non-destructive testing in according with the
Standards and Client Specifications and mostly as a tool for process control.
Amongst the diverse implemented technological advances, we detach the
improvement of the ultrasonic inspection line. The unit of seamless pipes inspection
used since 1980, had four immersion tanks for the accomplishment of the functions
for detection of longitudinal and transversal flaw, wall thickness measurement and
lamination .
Recently, the new Phased Array system was installed with sweepings arrangement
in paintbrush. Constituted of only one immersion tank with two probes for
longitudinal flaw detection and one probe for transversal flaw and lamination
detection and wall thickness measurements.
In comparison with the classic system of ultrasonic inspection, the Phased Array
system detaches of the sensitivity for natural flaw detection from the lamination
process, such as folds of irregular geometry.
The NDT devices are integrated by network, which makes possible the visualization
of the tests results, storage of data and quality statistics analysis.
Through of these developments, Vallourec & Mannesmann of Brazil increased the
inspection capacity and optimized the productive process.

1 - Introduction
NDT at the Plant: V&M do Brasil has equipments installed strategically in the production
lines and use the non destructive testing in according with the Standards and client
specifications and mostly as a tool for process control.
2 - Development
2.1 Statistic Analysis
V&M do Brasil developed the Management and Supervisory System for non destructive
testing, that allows the visualization of NDT results in real time, per pipe, heat and/or lot
with the use of statistical tools for data manipulation, for productive process improvements.
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The results of automatic inspection and from the prove-up lines supply permanent feed
back for quality improvement of their products.
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2.2 UT Phased Array
One unit of UT for seamless tubes inspection with diameter <= 14” is installed in the
Quenched and Tempered line (Q+T) at the plug mill.
In this UT inspection, the pipe is carried in a helical trajectory through the system that
contains the sets of lined up tank that shelter the transducers of ultrasound for
circumferential sweepings, axial and radial (half-immersion technique, with a continuous
water layer).
This unit worked in 1980, with four immersion tanks for the accomplishment of the
functions for detection of longitudinal and transversal discontinuities, wall thickness
measurement and lamination check (figure 03).
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From 2002, was carried through the up grade of the electronic system and the compacting
of the inspection line with the use of only two immersion tanks, where one was used for
detection of longitudinal discontinuities and wall thickness measurements and the other
tank for detection of transversal discontinuities. (figure 04)
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Recently, was installed the new Phased Array system with sweepings arrangement in “paint
brush”. Constituted with only one immersion tank with two probes for detection of
longitudinal discontinuities and one probe for detection of transversal discontinuities,
measurement of wall thickness and detection of lamination. (figure 05).
For longitudinal flaw detection, there are two heads located in opposing directions,
clockwise and counter-clockwise, with 68 elements each one. The test heads works with 2
MHz of frequency, and are fixed in a device that allows the joint of the head around its
proper axle and result of a reflection angle around 45º in the internal surface of the pipe.
The amplitude of the entrance echo in the external surface of the pipe is monitored
continuously.
For transversal flaw detection, laminations and wall thickness measurements , the system
use one head of test with 224 elements, which works with 3 MHz of frequency.
Additionally to the wall thickness measurement, the eccentricity can be calculated
considering the difference between the minimum and maximum time of the sonic beam
propagation through the wall thickness
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figure 05

The phased array method, allows the versatility in the inspection flow. The immersion tank
use 3 probes and more than 400 virtual probes.
For the guarantee of 100% inspection coverage, initially 35 mm pitch was required,
nowadays with the Phased Array system is possible to inspect pipes with 96 mm pitch of
being kept the same inspection coverage..
Through of these developments, VMB increased the inspection capacity and optimized the
productive process.
To allow transversal flaw testing with angular incidence and the tests with perpendicular
incidence with one probe the classical phased array approach is used.
Applying delays to the element transmissions and receptions the sound beam is steered
within a specified range, which contains the combined plot of two tank measurements with
the same phased array probe, one without delays and one with delays for 17° deflection.
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Figure 07 and 08 shows the test mechanics in the test line, the UT Tank and probes. The
tube transport is helical and as the tube passes, the tank is pressed from below to the tube.
Because of the fact, that only one tank is needed, not much space on the line is needed. For
the operator, only 4 components need to be altered in case of a dimension change.
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The system allows to accomplish several configurations of virtual probes composed by
different numbers of crystals (elements) with variation of the incidence angle, sweeping
combinations and overlapping.
No gaps exist between the elements in these new probes arrangements, and the electronic
device used allows to make virtual prove configuration for overlap increments.

Probes without overlapping

Virtual phased array probe with 66% overlapping

figure 09

figure 10

Figure 11 shows the ratio noise to signal for longitudinal flaw in the standard pipe and
figure 12 shows the ratio noise to signal for natural irregular flaw:
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figure 12

3 – Results Phased Array:
The photos and graphs attached (figures 13 to 15) shows the examples of the Phased Array
efficiency to detect natural discontinuities with irregular geometry in comparison with the
sensitivity of the classic ultrasonic method.
Example of the internal flaw detection:
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figure 13
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figure 15

The photos below (figures 16 and 17) shows the others examples of the Phased Array
efficiency to detect natural discontinuities with irregular geometry.
Defects like pits and some laps are difficult to detect with the normal sound beam. The
phased array technique increase the sensitivity of the ultrasonic inspection.
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figure 16

figure 17

4 - Conclusion:
Statistic Analysis: The Management of NDT System is a efficient corporative tool that
could integrated all NDT devices at the VMB plant with large stored data, easy upgrading,
helpful for statistical process control, NDT results are available in the Oracle data bank and
can be use with statistics software, e.g.” Minitab” and could be accessed by Browser.
Phased Array System: In comparison with the classic system of ultrasonic inspection, the
Phased Array system detaches for the sensitivity for natural discontinuities detection,
mainly from the lamination process, such as folds of irregular geometry.
It is observed that the noise to signal ratio is better in the Phased Array system and offering
bigger sensitivity of the inspection.
The software developed helps the inspector during the set up of the equipment, in the
production test and in the prove-up checks.
As use one small tank with LO/TWT probes, is not necessary long time for settings and one
inspector is enough in the unit.
The system has individual extra gain for different deviations that permit to improve the
detect ability of irregular longitudinal flaws.
The phased array software is installed also in the office for preparation of parameters and
set up modes. After to define the correct parameters and phased array arrangements, the
program can be sent to the operation station by net work.
The “paint-brush” technology with the electronic evaluations for longitudinal and
transversal flaw detection and wall thickness measurements it enables to inspect with more
than 66 % of the electronic overlaping in only one test tank.
Defects like pits, mechanical marks and some laps are difficult to detect with the normal
sound beam. The phased array technique increases the sensitivity of the ultrasonic
inspection allowing the detection of these kinds of discontinuities.
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